
ness than dynamic parameters. Faehnrich
et al. [2] have recently demonstrated effec-
tively in an animal study that the respirato-
ry change in mitral flow under positive
pressure ventilation becomes nonexistent
when cardiac tamponade is present. In this
particular case the hypotended patient
could be considered a nonresponder to a
fluid challenge by stroke volume variation
indices, when giving him more fluids
should be useful to increase cardiac output
and/or mean arterial pressure.

Second, Starling’s law has shown that
preinfusion cardiac preload, ventricular
contractility, and afterload all influence the
stroke volume response to volume load.
Nevertheless, in the particular case of a 
patient with a left ventricular systolic dys-
function, clinicians should keep in mind
that positive pressure ventilation acts as a
circulatory pump [3] that relatively im-
proves contractility and decreases after-
load.

Third, although we agree that the ques-
tion “does our fluid challenge effectively
increase patient cardiac preload?” is essen-
tial to explain and validate the physiologi-
cal background of a cardiac preload index
[4], the answer to this question has no 
consequence for clinical practice if the 
index has been validated to be an accurate
parameter for predicting the response of
cardiac output and/or mean arterial pres-
sure after volume infusion in all patho-
logical situations. Practically, clinicians
want to determine not the variation in the
end-diastolic volume but rather whether
the mean arterial pressure will increase 
(related to increase in cardiac output) after
volume infusion.

Finally, cardiac responsiveness to vol-
ume loading depends on different Starling
curves (each reflecting a different inotropic
state of the ventricles) and on the ventricu-
lar interdependence [5]. Therefore the opti-
mal index to predict the fluid responsive-
ness, in all pathological situations, must 
assess these two estimations. As stated in
our review [1], there are presently only few
works clearly relevant to the specific fluid
responsiveness, and the most useful param-
eters for predicting cardiac output response
to fluid challenge in mechanically ventilat-
ed patients are the dynamics parameters.
However, because the limits of these indi-
ces have not yet been demonstrated in par-

ticular cases, and the echocardiography
should be revitalized by three-dimensional
technique, it seem to us that the challenge
continues.
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Sir: We read with interest the comments by
Michard and Reuter regarding our review
article entitled “Fluid responsiveness in
mechanically ventilated patients: a review
of indices used in intensive care” [1] and
would like to make the following remarks
about their comments.

First, we have never stated that cardiac
preload and fluid responsiveness (cardiac
responsiveness to volume loading) are 
synonyms. Moreover, we disagree with
these authors that improvement in techno-
logical measurements of selected static 
cardiac preload indices should not increase
the predictive value of fluid responsive-
ness. As they highlight in their letter, we
propose three-dimensional echocardiogra-
phy to meet this challenge. We chose this
technique as it allows the measurement of
both ventricular volumes and contractility
and the estimation of pericardial restraint.
Therefore for physiological reasons we can
accurately predict fluid responsiveness
simply by assessing baseline cardiac pre-
load when the technique used allows the
discrimination of normal from failing ven-
tricle (systolic and/or diastolic failure).
Moreover, it seems to us that in particular
cases such as cardiac tamponade (mechan-
ic diastolic dysfunction) echocardiography
could be a better index of fluid responsive-


